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THE ARYAN INVASION THEORY:A BIG FAT LIE.

The supposed Aryan Invasion of the Indian subcontinent was an unsolved puzzle

of archaeology which looks like has come to a conclusive solution with the recent

archaeological evidence. But let's first recall, What this theory actually is?

The theory states,"The Aryans were one of the tribes of Indo-European speaking,horse riding nomads living in Europe or

Central Asia.They invaded the ancient urban civilisation of Indus valley &destroyed their culture around 1700BCE, pushed

inhabitants southward &settled there..
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..and 1200 yrs after the invasion, descendants of Aryans wrote the classic Indian scriptures called Vedas, in the language

'Sanskrit'".

This baseless theory challenges the very foundation of Indian statehood &it's Vedic culture. Why baseless? Bcoz Aryans as

a cultural group..

..Nordic looking,Indus civilisation being destroyed&most certainly not,Germans being descended from them,is all

fiction.None of our ancient Vedic scriptures,epics or Purans mention about any Aryan race,invasion or

migration.Word'Arya'does not denote a particular race in Sanskrit.



Rather the real meaning of Arya is noble or righteous one. That's why we find the terms Aryaputra,Aryakanya etc in our

scriptures.The thing is dat when these barbaric Europeans invaded India,they were so much amazed by the richness of

Indian culture &knowledge that they took..

..our knowledge and language(Sanskrit) back to their homeland and labelled it as theirs. And then started the long process

of writing and propagating fake history and anti-Indian propaganda, it might be surprising but yes, this anti-Indian

propaganda is that old.





German Indologist Max Muller was one amongst many who was supposedly paid by the westerners to propagate this fake

narrative about the Indian History. Adolf Hitler twisted the theories of archaeologist Gustaff Kossina to propagate the Aryans

as a master race of Indo-Europeans.





A Race that was Nordic and ancestral to the Germans and superior of all.

If the Aryans were outsiders, why their holy places are not outside India as is the case with Muslims(Mecca),

Christians(Rome) etc. Why they considered India as the Holy Land ¬ the land of their origin.



The Holy Rivers,Holy Cities and everything Holy mentioned in our Vedic scriptures, we find in India. So how come the 

Outsider invaders who first invaded and destroyed the indegeneous culture, sung so many praises in the texts supposedly



written by them.

Archaeological excavations have found tools crafted by proto-humans dated back 2 million yrs, discovered in Northwestern

India. Remains of Homo-erectus found in Narmada Valley of Central India show that India might be inhabited since

200,000-500,000 yrs ago.

Human Skeletons excavated at Harappa & Mohenjodaro in 1922CE prove that no massacre ever took place in these ancient

towns, thus debunking the Aryan Invasion. It was argued that Aryans were the horse riding people but no signs of horses

were found at the excavating sides.

The massive blow to the Evangelical historians who supported the myth of Aryan Invasion came very recently from the

archaeological findings at Rakhigarhi. These excavations were conjointly conducted by Deccan college &The department of

Archaeology, Haryana Govt.



Rakhigarhi in Hisar distt of Haryana is the largest city of Harappan civilisation located at the middle of Saraswati basin. A

cemetery of the Harappans was excavated alongwith the settlement. Rigorous scientific research &DNA studies were

carried out.



This cemetery belonged to the 2500-1900BCE phase of Harappan culture.Archaeological evidence &DNA results of the

skeletons corroborate that the ancient Harappan genome lacks ancestry from Eurasian Nordic horse riding tribe.The DNA

links Harappan people to the Modern South Asians.



This important research is of international significance as it changes the Indian &World History perspective altogether. It

discredits completely the Aryan supremacist myth created by some German historians &used by Evangelical Church &Leftist

lobbies to discredit ancient Bharat.

The skeletal remains found in Mohenjo Daro belonged to those who died due to floods ¬ massacred by Aryans. Research

also establishes that Harappan people were the original indegeneous people and the genome from the hunting/gathering

tribes matches with that of Harappan people.

Harappans were thus the original Vedic people and our Vedic culture was developed by the indegeneous people of South

Asia. This research also proves that Harappan people are the ancestors of the most of the population of South Asia.



Therefore, it won't be an exaggeration now to say that Aryan Invasion Theory was a big fat lie that was being fed us for

centuries. Our ancestors were the proud original indegeneous inhabitants of this incredible land called 'Aryavart'.
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